CONGRESS PROGRAM

Saturday 19 June 2010

09:00-10:30 Median Group Session
Coffee break

11:30-11:40 Introduction: Renato De Polò, COIRAG, Italy

11:45-12:40 Round table:
Chair Eduard Klain (Croatia), it. de. ingl. translation available
- Helen Schick (London) “From Social Alienation To Mental Health Through Koinonia Via Median Group”
- Dieter Nitzgen (Germany) “The Addicted Mind. Long Term Large Group Experience in a Rehabilitation Centre for Addictive Disorders”
- Robi Friedman (Israel) “Group Therapy as Optimal Indication”

12:40-13:00 discussion
Buffet Lunch

14:00-16:00 Median Group Session
Coffee break

16:30-18:00 Large Group and conclusion: R. Schöllberger

In the evening: “Freud Dinner” (optional)
conversation with Dr. Francesco Marchioro, IMAGO Ricerche, about Freud, Southtyrol and the Primal Horde “Totem and Taboo” (1911) written at the hotel Bemelmans Post

19.45 Bus to Collalbo-Klobenstein, start piazza Walter-Walter Pl.
20:00 Dinner at Blue Moon Restaurant in Bolzano (City Center)

HOTEL BEMELMANS POST ****
COLLALBO RENON
Traditional and exclusive hotel in Renon, with every detail taken care of personally, the accommodation near Bozen offers modern comfort with the calm atmosphere that was characteristic of the famous hotels at the turn of the century. Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, visited the hotel with his family for many years, and it was here that he wrote his work " Totem and Taboo" in summer 1911. www.bemelmans.com

ECM CONGRESS only includes:
- Nr. 4 coffe breaks
- Nr. 2 buffet lunch incl. 1 soft drink
- Multi-language Assistance and ECM Congress Credits.

ECM CONGRESS with accommodation includes
- Nr. 3 nights in a 3* S or 4* Hotel
- Nr. 4 coffee breaks
- Nr. 2 buffet lunch incl. 1 soft drink
- Nr. 1 dinner at Hotel Restaurant on June 17, 2010
- Nr. 1 dinner at Blue Moon Restaurant on June 19, 2010
- Multi-language Assistance and ECM Congress Credits.

For more information about the Congress program or registration please email at:
info@nuovospazio.com

Register before March 30th, 2010 and save on the fee!